The intellectual landscapes of the humanities are mostly uncharted territory. Little is known on the ways published research of humanist scholars defines areas of intellectual activity. An open question relates to the structural role of core literature: highly cited sources, naturally playing a disproportionate role in the definition of intellectual landscapes. We introduce four indicators in order to map the structural role played by core sources into connecting different areas of the intellectual landscape of citing publications (i.e. communities in the bibliographic coupling network). All indicators factor out the influence of degree distributions by internalizing a null configuration model. By considering several datasets focused on history, we show that two distinct structural actions are performed by the core literature: a global one, by connecting otherwise separated communities in the landscape, or a local one, by rising connectivity within communities. In our study, the global action is mainly performed by small sets of scholarly monographs, reference works and primary sources, while the rest of the core, and especially most journal articles, acts mostly locally.
Introduction
The traditional starting point to construct and analyse maps of science are citing publications and their cited sources. The literature humanists write comes in a variety of forms and with a multiplicity of intentions. Hicks (2004) individuates four literatures in the social sciences, relevant for most disciplines in the humanities too: international journal articles, books, national literature (whose scope is local due to its topic and citation span, not necessarily its language) and non-scholarly publications. International journal articles are just the indexed tip of the iceberg. Books, albeit fewer in number, have a disproportionate impact in terms of received citations, and manifest specific citation behaviour patterns (Thompson 2002) . These publication typologies serve complementary purposes. In fact, if we follow Nederhof (2006) , there are three target audiences for the social sciences and humanities: other scholars at the research frontier (assuming this group includes somewhat internationally recognized scholars); regional or national scholars (assuming scholars mostly dealing with national literature in the sense of Hicks (2004) . Admittedly, the dichotomy international/frontier and, by implication, national or regional/not frontier, is probably too simplistic and unwarranted); and the non-scholarly public.
Taking the somewhat wider perspective of what can be cited by such literature, we find variety in abundance. A non-exhaustive list includes: primary sources (surely a black-box in itself), books, journal articles, conference proceedings and contributions in edited volumes, works of reference and edition of sources, databases and online resources, book reviews, plus all kind of writing for the general public such as other books, essays, newspaper or online articles and even blog posts. We should thus abandon any monodimensional view of humanities' scholars and the intellectual landscapes they inhabit (Watson-Boone 1994; Larivière et al. 2006b ). More likely, several profiles of scholars in the humanities exist, each having a tendency for using a combination of the aforementioned typologies of sources and publications. Any effort to map the humanities must acknowledge their multidimensional intellectual organisation, and the fact that using only a few of these sources will inevitably lead to a simplified view of their complexity.
We consider here two related questions. Firstly, can we say that a core literature exists in the humanities? In particular, we would like to know if a core literature exists for different citing publication typologies, and what it comprises. Secondly, what structural role does the core literature play with respect to the intellectual landscape defined by citing publications? More precisely, is the core literature spanning only specific locations, or does it connect far-apart areas of the landscape? Are different core sources, such as books and journal articles, behaving differently in this respect? In order to contribute towards an answer to these questions, we report on a case-study focused on history. We will consider results from three citation datasets. First, a monograph to book dataset on the history of Venice; secondly, all Web of Science (WoS)-indexed articles published in The Library, a renown journal in the area of the history of the book, with all WoS source and non-source items they cite; lastly, all historiography from WoS with all cited source items. In what follows we refer to books generally to indicate the variety of publications that take this form, including scholarly monographs, edited volumes, edited primary sources and reference works.
In this article we contribute the following results:
1. A general method to assess the structural role of cited publications into connecting the resulting bibliographic coupling network, via a set of complementary indicators.
2. An analysis of the core literature in different datasets on history, showing that a core exists, and is mainly composed of books, where applicable. 3. Evidence that the core literature can act both globally, or more often locally, and that only few sources, mostly books, provide global connectivity.
This article is organised as follows. A first section discusses in some depth previous work on mapping the humanities, and contextual state of the art. We then present our methods and introduce the indicators. We then proceed to describe the datasets, present and discuss results, to then conclude.
State of the art Science mapping
Science can be conceptualized in a variety of ways, for example if can be viewed as a process of accumulation of new knowledge. Maps of science are attempts to localize and relate by relative positioning some entities of interest, such as publications, authors or journals, by way of some relations among them, for example citations (Börner and Scharnhorst 2009 ). Maps of science are especially helpful to uncover the cognitive structure, or intellectual organization of a discipline, in its constituents fields, sub-fields and topics of interest. The scale of analysis, the nature and variety of entities and relations, as well as the dynamics of the scientific process all play a role in this respect. If the mapping of science has been producing a growing number of contributions and increased understanding over time (Börner et al. 2003; Boyack et al. 2005; Börner 2010 ), the situation is less clear for the humanities. Often omitted from maps (Klavans and Boyack 2009) , ''the fine-structures of the humanities have been black-boxed and insufficiently unpacked; the available studies focused mainly on their positions relative to the social and natural sciences'' (Leydesdorff et al. 2011) . Usually, the research front can be mapped using bibliographic coupling, its intellectual base using co-citation networks (Persson 1994) . The core literature, or highly cited sources, plays an important role in the intellectual base: ''the intellectual base is constituted by the core documents of a field; the documents that you should have read or cited, or the 'classics' which you at least should be familiar with in order to be recognized as a member of the research community'' (Hammarfelt 2011) . These consideration might not immediately apply to the humanities. The very notion of a research front has in this respect been questioned: ''the being-cited patterns [in some cases] do not indicate the provision of a knowledge base for new knowledge contributions at a research front, but may mean a source of cultural inspiration and influence. This would also explain the slower pace of ''progress' in the humanities'' (Leydesdorff and Salah 2010) .
Bibliometrics and the humanities
The humanities are indeed considered to possess a set of characteristics which prevents to straightforwardly apply traditional bibliometric reasoning developed studying the sciences, and make it more challenging to acquire and use citation data to study their intellectual organisation and communication practices. Among them it is possible to find: the importance of the national and local dimensions, the variety of publication typologies, with a preference for monographs, the slower pace of theoretical development and citation accumulation, the richness of citation semantics (and syntax), the individual endeavour as the preferred way to organize research, the variety of sources and topics being investigated, and the resulting less focused and wider information retrieval behaviour (Garfield 1980; Glänzel and Schoepflin 1999; Hicks 1999; Barrett 2005; Nederhof 2006; Huang and Chang 2008; Hellqvist 2009; Linmans 2009; Lin et al. 2013) .
Consequently, it is more difficult to build comprehensive citation indexes in the humanities, a condition that hindered bibliometric research in this area (Ardanuy 2013) . This remains the case despite recent slow progresses, especially made by considering specific fields, important means of publication such as books, and new sources of data (Hammarfelt 2016) . These considerations in part motivate why, so far, ''the study of the intellectual structure within the humanities using citation analysis is as yet an underdeveloped area'' (Hammarfelt 2011) .
Empirical studies of intellectual landscapes in the humanities
Nevertheless, we can still find a set of empirical studies which have been carried out in the humanities. We limit our attention to citation network analyses resulting in mapping efforts, a kind of bibliometric analysis seldom carried out for the humanities in the early decades of the discipline, in favour of more general descriptive citation studies (Hérubel 1994) .
Some studies considered specific journals or disciplines. In an early effort Hérubel and Goedeken (2001) analysed the French journal Annales using the A&HI, and assessing its international reach, as well as its capacity to rely on a broad array of literature from a variety of fields. Leydesdorff and Salah (2010) analysed two journals in the arts, Leonardo and the Arts Journal, using data from the A&HI. The authors found that both journals cite mostly within the span of their original domain, but are cited widely outside of it. Differently, a small set of articles in the digital humanities was found to cite widely but being cited from a narrower community, resembling the sciences with respect to its ''being-cited patterns''. The authors also add that: ''in the arts and humanities, one focuses on the tips of icebergs of possible references even more so than in the (social) sciences, since publication in the arts and humanities cannot be considered as an endogenous mechanism for generating and supporting a research front.' ' Coscia and Schich (2011) took the perspective of annotated bibliographies and their classification systems, a regular practice which aims at indexing the all new publications for specific disciplines in the humanities such as classics. By considering the Archäologische Bibliographie, a bibliography for classical archaeology from 1956 to 2007, the authors proposed a way to explore both its classification system and, through it, the authors and publications of the bibliography at different levels of scale. They found that ''publications and authors in classical archaeology seem to specialize roughly on certain genres, governed by an either spatial, temporal, or a more generic conceptual perspective.'' The literature seems to organise itself by enriching and densifying a skeleton of clusters already in place since the 1950s in the classification cooccurrence network, either signalling that the literature has been incrementally growing in the well-defined fields of classical archaeology, or the conservative nature of the classification system of the Archäologische Bibliographie. Weingart (2015) analysed the fields of History and Philosophy of Science, relying on citation data from the A&HI to both source and non-source items. Using bibliographic coupling and co-citation networks among journals and authors, the author showed how the two communities harbour a third community of authors at their border, who draw from both. Further in philosophy, Ahlgren et al. (2015) explored the ''subdomains'' of free will and sorites, using co-citation maps at the level of authors, publications and journals, and terms co-occurrences, using A&HI citation data. Interestingly, the authors found a mapping organized into fields of inquiry for free will, with important connections outside of philosophy proper (e.g. to neuroscience), and organized into smaller topics for sorites, consistent across different networks. More recently, considered the historiography on Venice using a novel monograph to book citation dataset. Results highlight the existence of a core literature, mainly composed of renown monographs, reference works and primary sources. This mostly quite aged core literature is the glue keeping the landscape united on the side of citing publications. Leydesdorff et al. (2011) provided for the first (and last) time an attempt to map all the humanities using the whole A&HI index for the year 2008. Perhaps the most salient finding was a coherent set of twelve dimensions (latent factors) clearly organised in more or less proximal areas of research, among which we find classics, religion and archaeology; linguistics and the history and philosophy of science; literature and history; arts; music.
Different approaches were also considered. Kreuzman (2001) used author co-citation analysis in the fields of the philosophy of science and epistemology using A&HI data. Multidimensional scaling was used in order to project the co-citation relations on a twodimensional plane, broadly finding a division of authors according to the field or sub-fields and to the quantitative or qualitative approach. The perspective of author co-citation networks was also taken by Hammarfelt (2012) for the field of Swedish literary studies, finding a clear set of core, highly cited and influential authors, mainly emerging at an international level or from contemporary Swedish literature.
Yet another different perspective was taken by Zuccala et al. (2015) , who ranked scholarly book publishers in historiography using citations to books from articles indexed in Scopus. The resulting map of publishers shows a strong polarity towards prestigious English or American publishers, with only some topical organization. A final aspect of the humanities, which has barely been explored, is mapping the use of primary sources. Romanello (2016) considered data from L'Année Philologique, an index of reviews of publications in the domain of Classics. The author was able to make preliminary efforts in the study classical authors, their works and even common quotes through their citation networks.
This overview of mapping efforts in the humanities highlights some commonalities:
• The reliance on existing citation indexes, above all the A&HI, with all its limitations, especially notable its bias for journal articles in English. • The almost lack of general maps, but instead a focus on disciplines or fields of research.
• The presence of several attempts to counter the lack of data, e.g. by using non-source items, classification systems or novel datasets prepared with considerable effort. • The still immature state of theoretical developments on the intellectual organization of the humanities.
Books and core literature
It should be clear by now that most of the efforts have not considered citations to books, and especially scholarly monographs among them. The main motivation for this absence is the lack of easily available data, which is often taken from the Arts & Humanities Citation Index or Scopus. Their coverage, albeit improving over time (Mingers and Leydesdorff 2015; Waltman 2016) , is still not satisfying both for journals (Mongeon and Paul-Hus 2015) and books (Zuccala et al. 2015 ). Yet one of the main features of the humanities is their reliance on scholarly monographs. Monographs have been and still are the main publication channel in most disciplines in the humanities (Cullars 1992; Thompson 2002; Knievel and Kellsey 2005; Nederhof 2006; Larivière et al. 2006a; Williams et al. 2009; Engels et al. 2012) : ''a monograph may tend to embody a more significant intellectual contribution and a synthesis of a larger body of research than a journal article'' (Lindholm-Romantschuk and Warner 1996) . As a consequence, the most cited literature in a field within the humanities should essentially comprise monographs (Hicks 1999) , which would benefit in turn from the Matthew effect (Merton 1968 ) and become increasingly more popular: indeed some studies support this claim. For example, Lindholm-Romantschuk and Warner (1996) tracked journal article citations to a specific set of monographs, finding a group of core, highly cited sources in every discipline they considered. Hammarfelt (2011) similarly found that 95% of the 200 most cited references were monographs out of a set of journal articles in literature from the A&HI. In a related way, Hammarfelt (2012) found a well-defined set of core authors in the intellectual base of Swedish literary studies. Furthermore, monographs are also the main cited publication typology of historians (Jones et al. 1972) , and are considered to be the most suitable publication typology to be used for bibliometrics studies dealing with the humanities (Chi 2016) . Nevertheless other studies struggled to find a set of core sources. Such was the case for the seminal work on the history of technology by McCain (1987) or for a study on nineteenth century British and American literary studies (Thompson 2002) . More recently, Nolen and Richardson (2016) found ''a lack of any unifying core'' in English literary studies, due to the diversity in the use of sources made by scholars.
A possible motivation for the potential lack of a core, or of an easily detectable one, might be that the diversity of citation practices, even within the same discipline, is simply too broad to allow for a set of sources to emerge as a shared core (Thompson 2002) . It is known that the humanities present great variability in citation practices among their different disciplines (Knievel and Kellsey 2005) . Indeed Heinzkill (2007) found that over 40% of the monographs cited from a set of articles in English and American literature fall outside of the field as individuated by library classification. The humanities have also been found to undergo an increase in interdisciplinary citing in recent times (Leydesdorff and Salah 2010; Hammarfelt 2011) , which is also coupled by a growing international projection (Hicks 1999; Engels et al. 2012 ). This might not help a core literature to emerge: ''a less demarcated discipline lacking a central core is heavily influenced by other research fields and therefore more interdisciplinary in referencing practices'' (Hammarfelt 2016) . Furthermore, since publications in the humanities usually accumulate citations at a slower pace (Nederhof 2006; Linmans 2009 ), it follows that it is more difficult to study the most recent literature (Finkenstaedt 1990) , or the impact of individual scholars and institutions (Hammarfelt 2011) . A last characteristic shared by many studies is the small size of the datasets available, and the difficulty to reach sufficient coverage even within a small field.
On history
For historians too, a set of complementary publication typologies and publication levels exist. Historians privilege the monograph as the key means to publish the final result of a stream of research, which is carried out mostly individually (Knievel and Kellsey 2005) . Both non-serial and serial publications, despite taking quite some time to age, do become more rapidly obsolescent than primary sources (Jones et al. 1972) , that is to say the evidence on which scholars ground their work (Wiberley Jr 2010) . Primary sources in turn can be subject to transformations which influence their usage patterns, such as indexation and cataloguing in archives and libraries, publication in critical editions and digitization. The rapid rise in the number of online available sources, both primary and secondary, might in fact be the most important change in recent historiography, despite the largely passive attitude of historians in this respect (Hitchcock 2013) . Another under-appreciated source for historians are reference works, such as dictionaries, catalogues and repertories. Eventually, historians are particularly sensible to two forms of localism: linguistic and geographical (Kolasa 2012) , mainly due to the language and location of their sources. To summarize, historians use a wide array of materials, resulting in a likely large fraction of rarely cited items, yet we would expect few of these to be highly cited core sources, with a longer than average life-span, some with an indefinite life span too. In principle and in practice, there is no reason to think that core sources should only be books, even if most, likely are.
The literature is uniform in highlighting the importance of books in the publication practices in the humanities, but contradictory with respect to the presence of a core set of sources. Claims on the variety of sources used by humanists, their interdisciplinary citation practices and the blurred boundaries that separate their communities do not completely match with the presence of a well-individuated core literature. Furthermore, should a core literature exist, little is known about its structural role: are core sources emerging within a discipline or a field, or even a sub-field and lower levels? Do they instead bridge different areas of the landscape they emerge from?
Method
Given a set of citing publications, representing an area of research of interest, its core literature can be defined in a variety of ways. We consider here as core the most cited publications in the given dataset. Such core literature can then be analysed with respect to the bibliographic coupling network of the citing publications, which defines the intellectual landscape of the area of research. More specifically, with respect to a partition of such network into communities. Given that this network's structure necessarily relies to a considerable degree on the core literature, our goal is to qualify different roles that core sources can assume with respect to the communities of the bibliographic network. Four indicators, defined for a core source c, are introduced:
• Within indicator a c captures the importance of the source c to connect citing publications within the same communities. The four indicators capture different aspects of the role of the core literature with respect to relations between citing publications. They indicate how important the core source is to connect communities internally (within) or among each other (between), and how focused this action is (most influence within one community or between a pair of communities).
More formally we start with the following setting. Take D ¼ ðV D ; E D Þ the directed citation network of the set of publications under consideration, where vertices v 2 V D are both citing publications and cited sources, and eðv 1 ; v 2 Þ 2 E D are directed edges between such vertices. A source can be both citing and cited, thus D is not in principle acyclic. Take the projection of D onto citing publications B ¼ ðV B ; E B Þ: the weighted bibliographic coupling network. B can also be represented by its square and symmetric adjacency weighted matrix W. For simplicity, without loss of generality, we consider raw weights of one for each reference in common between any two citing publications. Take L, a partition of B into communities, where every vertex v 2 V B is assigned to a unique community. Lastly, take a set of core sources C V D . Core sources can be individuated in a variety of ways, for example by taking a certain top quantile of the in-degree distribution (number of received citations) of D. To be sure, any cited source in V D can be considered for analysis, core sources being just an interesting subset of them.
All indicators are based on the idea of considering the contribution of a source in the core C to the weight of the edges in B, the bibliographic coupling network, taking into consideration its partition into communities. Consider the function:
That is to say, if both i and j cite c in D, citði; j; cÞ returns 1, which is the weight contributed by c in the edge between i and j in B. This function assumes raw weights were used to construct the bibliographic coupling network. That is to say, W i;j ¼ P v2VD citði; j; vÞ. Other weighting schemes might be used, such as fractional counting (Perianes-Rodriguez et al. 2016) , and then cit shall be modified accordingly.
We can now proceed to establish a preliminary version of our indicators, defined for every c 2 C as follows:
where l i is the community to which i is assigned according to partition L, and dðl i ; l j Þ ¼ 1 if l i ¼ l j , 0 otherwise. Note that a c þ b c ¼ P i;j citði; j; cÞ, the total edge weight contributed by c in B.
Yet the degree distribution of citation networks is normally skewed, thus the core has by definition a disproportionate role in the structure of the bibliographic coupling network. The problem with these indicators is that they do not account for the obvious effect of the in-degree of core sources. We would like, instead, to be able to compare different core sources, and core sources from different datasets, irrespective of the underlying degree distribution. As a consequence, we need a null model to compare against. The obvious choice is the configuration model (cf. Newman 2010; Barabási 2016) . In a directed setting, having the list of vertex pairs in two arrays (citing and cited respectively) of equal length, an instantiation of the configuration model consists of randomly permuting one of the two arrays, to produce a random network with the same degree distribution as the original one. A minor adaptation is the need to 'simplify' the so-created random network by removing eventual self-loops and multi-edges (low-probability events in themselves). Such network can serve as a null model to test some properties of the original network, disregarding the effect of its degree distribution. It is good practice to produce several instantiations of such configuration model and average out the desired statistics.
In our case, we take N instantiations of the configuration model of the directed network D, each time construct a new bibliographic coupling network and calculate as follows:
where cit n considers edges in the nth instantiation of the configuration model. Note that we keep the same partition L at all times. The final indicators are:
The behaviour of the indicators is as follows: a c is positive if the core source is more important than its degree would justify in connecting nodes within the same communities, b c if across communities. The more positive c c is, the more the action of c in connecting nodes happens within the same community, the more positive d c is, the more the action happens between the same pair of communities, irrespective of the effect of the in-degree of c. Note that a c is in general positively correlated with the modularity of the partition L (Newman and Girvan 2004), and b c negatively so. As a consequence, any value of these two indicators is related to a given partition of the nodes. If the partition in use is the result of a stochastic modularity maximization procedure, all indicators should thus be averaged over multiple partitions. The relation of a c (and b c ) to the modularity of the partition L is of interest. Modularity measures the density of the links within communities, as established by L, by comparing it to a random null model. In our setting, the (weighted) modularity Q of L is defined as:
where w is the sum of the weights of all edges in W, the weighted adjacency matrix of B, and W i;Ã ¼ P j W i;j , the weighted degree of vertex i. If we take the perspective of c, our core source of interest, we can construct a bibliographic coupling network B c ¼ ðV B ; E c B Þ, and related W c , only on the basis of the edges established by coupling citations to c. Note that the adjacency matrix W c is binary at this point. In this setting, an alternative definition to the within indicator (and the between, similarly) can be based on modularity as follows:
That is the modularity of L considered only on the weights contributed by c, whose total sum is w c . The main difference between a c and a Ã c rests in the use of different null models, calculated over different networks: the configuration model establishes random multigraphs with a given degree sequence, here over D, the directed network; the null model used in modularity, called the Chung-Lu model, establishes random simple graphs with a given degree distribution, here over B, the bibliographic coupling network. The modularity Q of L given above is an aggregated function of this last alternative indicator, therefore the general distribution of both the within and between indicators are influenced by it. Nevertheless, individual core sources can behave in a variety of ways under this general setting.
Datasets
We use three datasets, motivated by the desire to consider the role of different core literature and citing publications with respect to their publication typology. The main difference cast here relates to the distinction between monographs and journal articles, both as citing and cited sources. In order to attempt such a comparison, we had to consider quite different datasets: (a) a first dataset of monograph to book citations in the sub-field of the history of Venice, largely not indexed elsewhere; (b) a dataset of article to both book and article citations, extracted from a specific journal in the sub-field of the history of the book, called The Library. We considered its WoS-indexed articles and what they cite, either source and non-source in WoS; (c) a third dataset of article to article citations, from all WoS subject 'History', limiting cited sources to what is indexed in WoS. These datasets should allow us to discuss sets of core literature composed by books cited by monographs, articles and books cited by articles, and articles cited by articles, yet it must be stressed that they are compared not as equals, but as a means to explore the same phenomenon from different angles. A summary of the three datasets is given in Table 1 . There is a disparity in terms of size and coverage among these datasets, largely due to data availability. This especially entails the fact that dataset three, the largest one, should be considered somewhat apart of the other two, as will be discussed in what follows.
We identify the core literature in each dataset by taking all sources in the top 99.5 percentile of the in-degree distribution (number of received citations) of every directed graph. All in-degree distributions are skewed (omitted here) and highlight a few, highly cited sources.
In order to find the partitions of the bibliographic coupling networks we use a modularity maximization approach (Newman and Girvan 2004) , in the popular Louvain implementation (Blondel et al. 2008) . Despite its shortcomings, this method produces high quality results and is widely known in both the networks (Fortunato and Hric 2016) and bibliometrics communities (Š ubelj et al. 2016 ). All indicators were calculated averaging results from ten possible partitions made using the Louvain algorithm with default resolution parameter at one, and for each one a hundred instantiation of the configuration model were averaged. 1 Modularity maximization tends to produce larger communities with larger datasets, when using the same resolution parameter. This is important to keep in mind for dataset three, which is larger in size than datasets one and two.
Monographs of the historians on Venice
The first dataset considers the specific sub-field of the history of Venice. This dataset comprises relatively recent monographs in a variety of languages, selected through library resources such as catalogues and shelving strategies. The procedure followed to extract their citation data is detailed elsewhere ). The dataset is freely available online in multiple formats . This dataset comprises 673 citing monographs, which cite 36,922 books in turn, with 68,525 unique citations.
The dataset of citing monographs comprises works from different communities: medieval, early modern and modern history, art history and history of architecture, plus a variety of specialities therein, such as economic or gender history. The core literature of this dataset is mainly composed of primary sources, works of reference and renown scholarly monographs . Primary sources are often edited documents (e.g. the diaries of Marin Sanudo) or early printed works. Reference works such as repertories, inventories and dictionaries, often product of the local historians of the nineteenth century, are still largely in use today. Lastly, scholarly monographs of lasting importance include some works from the nineteenth century, as well as more recent literature published since the 1950s.
The library: articles of the historians of the book
Our second dataset considers a different field of history: the history of the book, and a different publication typology: journal articles. We consider one of the most renown journals in this context: 'The Library: Transactions of the Bibliographical Society' of London. Historians of the book extensively rely on resources such as catalogues and repertories for their work, they are organised into quite specialised communities with strong bonds with other fields such as library and information science, literature and philology. (6) 776 (9) The threshold of the number of received citations at the 99.5 quantile, used to establish the set of core sources, is given in the last row All the indexed research articles in WoS are considered, from 1981 to 2016 included, for a total of 491 articles. We consider both source and non-source items by exporting all references from the WoS interface. Exported articles were processed using the Sci2 tool [1.2 beta] (Sci2 Team 2009), in order to extract the directed citation network. Sci2 allows to detect duplicate nodes (i.e. references pointing to the same item) by comparing all references using the Jaro-Winkler measure. 2 Groups of references similar above a certain threshold are retained as candidates for merging. This method is far from perfect, but allows to create a set of grouped references to be manually checked for refinement. We proceeded as follows: first, all references with no author were removed from the dataset, as too problematic to disambiguate. This is the case, for example, for references to newspaper articles. Secondly, all paginations were removed, given that they often pointed to the specific location which was cited (as it is practice in the humanities) instead of the page interval of the cited article (as in the sciences). The Sci2 tool was then used to detect groups of references to be merged, with a threshold of 0.84 on the Jaro-Winkler measure, established empirically by finding the threshold, rounded at two digits, which would yield a precision of less than 0.5 in the 100 pairs of references to be merged with a similarity just below that threshold. On this dataset, a threshold of 0.84 had a precision so calculated of 0.41. Note that we left inevitably out some references as not grouped, but the number of false negatives decreased rapidly thereafter. Lastly, all retained groups of references to be merged were manually checked and cleaned. During cleaning, multiple editions of the same work were considered as one. The result is that 479 articles cite 11,237 unique items. Some citing articles are removed because they did not possess extracted references (9) or they were merged (2). The number of references in the original dataset is 14,412, the number of citations after clean-up is 13,180.
The core literature of this dataset is mainly composed of primary sources, works of reference and seminal monographs. Examples include the overly important Shakespeare, the records of the Stationers Company and early printing manuals such as Moxon's Mechanick Exercises; catalogues (e.g. the English Short Title Catalogue), dictionaries or reference works (e.g. Plomer's Dictionary of Booksellers and Printers); renown monographs (such as Gaskell's New Introduction to Bibliography). Only 13 of the 100 most cited sources are journal articles. The core literature resembles the one from Venice in its assortment, with quite more emphasis on reference works: the cornerstone of studies in bibliography and the history of the book.
The main intellectual communities of this dataset are shown in Fig. 1 .The strong focus on English studies, and the interconnection of the history of the book and literature clearly emerges, in particular for Shakespeare studies. Topics from continental book history seem marginal instead. Yet the community publishing in The Library appears well organised in specific areas of activity.
All of history in the web of science
The last datasets comprises all articles indexed in WoS under the WoS subject category of 'History', published from 2005 to 2015 included. No other publication typology besides research articles was considered. With respect to their citations, everything that was indexed in WoS is retained, also outside of this specific subject category. Citations were taken from the CWTS databases (Olensky et al. 2016 ). This dataset comprises 36,709 citing articles and 101,777 cited articles, with 159,610 citations among them.
The core literature of this dataset is composed mainly of seminal articles which delivered novel methods or arguments of enduring importance for a broad area of historical studies. Examples include gender history (Scott 1986 , Gender, a useful category for historical analysis), politicization of the past (Hall 2005, The long civil rights movement and the political uses of the past), comparative history of development (Acemoglu 2001, The colonial origins of comparative development: An empirical investigation) and cultures (Subrahnanyam 1997, Connected histories: Notes towards a reconfiguration of early modern Eurasia), political history (Elliott 1992, A Europe of composite monarchies).
The communities of this dataset are of more difficult evaluation, given the size of the network. Indeed, the size of these communities is also varied, as shown in Fig. 2 . For these reasons, and given the low coverage of WoS with respect to history, results from this third dataset are included only for reference, in order to highlight the structural properties of a larger, more sparsely connected network. Fig. 1 The communities of the Library dataset, using the Louvain method with configuration identical to experiments. This network has been trimmed from edges of weight less than 2, as a consequence nearly 60% nodes are visible. The communities are: cyan-early English printing; pink-Shakespeare; green-English literature XVI-XVII century; grey-Renaissance book production in the European continent; dark grey-English book production and commerce in early modern times; red-Libraries and collections. The size of the nodes is proportional to their betweenness centrality. This visualization was made with Gephi 0.9.1 (Bastian et al. 2009 ), using Force Atlas 2 with default parameters but for LinLog, dissuade hubs and prevent overlap modes active, scaling 2.0 and edge influence 1.5 (Jacomy et al. 2014) . (Color figure online) 
Results
The indicators applied on these datasets should allow us to highlight different properties of the core literature. We start with some hypotheses. First of all, that the core literature is present and plays a role into connecting the bibliographic coupling network of the respective dataset. Secondly, core books contribute more on average to the global connectivity of the network than core journal articles. If this were the case, their within indicator should be lower and their between indicator higher. Similarly, in such a case core books should be more likely to have a low bridging capacity, as they would not just connect two specific communities but several more. Lastly, we see no reason for their topicality to differ from that of journal articles, since it makes intuitive sense that any source is better known to a specific community than in general.
The starting point of the analysis are the bibliographic coupling networks of the three datasets. Table 2 reports their summary statistics. Most notably, the three networks differ in the basic terms of their connectivity. The first dataset, monographs on the history of Venice, results in a very dense and well-connected network; less so for The Library; and quite less so for the history dataset from WoS, which comprises a 30% of vertices in small components.
The statistics of indicators given in Table 3 confirm in part our initial hypotheses. The average modularity of partitions, influenced by the connectivity of the networks (higher connectivity usually implies a more difficult community partitioning task, thus lower resulting modularity), is much lower for the first dataset, and incrementally higher for the other two.
The within and between indicators behave as expected, their distributions are shown in Fig. 3 . Indeed, a core literature made only of books acts not just within specific communities but across them. If we consider the third dataset, the action of the core is Fig. 2 The distribution of the size of communities in the all history network, using the Louvain method with configuration identical to experiments. Shown are only communities with more than five articles. An inspection of the first six communities, by reading a random sample of 200 article titles each, led to the following broad classification (in order of decreasing size): Economic history; Intellectual and cultural history (pre-contemporary); Social history; Gender, slavery and minorities history; Colonial and postcolonial history; Contemporary political history considerably more limited to providing within-community connectivity. The second dataset, where the core literature is mixed, lays in-between these two extremes.
With respect to the topicality and bridging indicators, results are less unequivocal. Their distributions are given in Fig. 4 . If we can appreciate that indeed topicality is increasingly higher moving from dataset one to three, bridging captures a variety of behaviours, resulting in an almost uniform distribution of values. Core sources can thus bridge several or few pairs of communities irrespective of their typology. Nevertheless, there is a clear higher concentration of low-value bridging core sources in the first dataset, as shown in Fig. 3a . The core literature from the monographs on Venice presents a higher proportion of low-bridging core sources, and a longer left tail in the topicality distribution as well. This entails that the connectivity action of these core sources is not just focused on a single community or community pair.
The more varied behaviour of a core literature composed of books is highlighted in scatter plots which consider topicality and between indicators at the same time, in Fig. 5 . Scientometrics (2017) 113:1787-1809 1801 In dataset one, a clear pattern exists by which low-topicality sources have high between score, and vice versa, in two distinct linear regimes of change. Conversely, the norm for sources in the third dataset is to have very high topicality and varied, but comparatively lower between scores. The second dataset, as usual, presents mixed results. The implication is relatively clear: a core literature composed of books contains a higher proportion of globally interconnecting sources, spanning way outside their main community. Such segment of the core literature interconnects communities at a global structural level, where the action of another part of the core literature, and most journal articles in it, is structurally localized.
To further explore the difference between core books and journal articles, we consider dataset two and enlarge the number of core sources under consideration by taking the 99 quantile. There are 167 core sources now, of which 154 are books and still only 13 journal articles. The distribution of their within and between indicators, given in Fig. 6 , highlights the higher global reach of some books, being also negative within score, not to be found among journal articles. To be sure, most books still act locally as do most journal articles.
The correlations among indicators further elucidate this preliminary distinction, as shown in Table 4 . For the first dataset, the within, topicality and bridging indicators act relatively in uniformity: they rise if the connectivity action of the core source is localized, they lower (and between indicator rises) if it is more global. In the second dataset this relation stands only for the within and topicality indicator, while bridging indicator loses correlation. For the last dataset, the relation lowers even more, at times becoming negative, and the main positive correlation is now between the within indicator and in-degree values. These results confirm the existence of two distinct ways of 'being core': with a global or localized connectivity action. In the case of the first dataset, a local action can happen: within communities, and usually within a specific one, or bridging a given pair of communities. This was also clear from Fig. 5a , as the between indicator is symmetric around zero to the within one, topicality is clearly positively correlated with the within indicator. A global action entails instead acting between several of these community pairs. For the last dataset, the action of the core (in this case, journal articles), is essentially only local either to a given community or to several communities, with few exceptions.
By taking a look at the top core sources for each dataset, according to every indicator, we can get a more concrete idea of the different structural roles core sources can have. Lists are provided in the Appendix: Tables 5, 6 and 7 for datasets one, two and three respectively. In general, the top of the between indicator indeed captures the sources most transversal to several scholarly communities. In the case of the first and second datasets, these are usually cornerstone monographs or reference works, in the last dataset we find instead methodological papers. Other indicators follow instead the behaviour previously discussed. For example, the top sources by within and topicality for the first dataset on Venice, contain sources specific to the art and architecture history of the city.
Our results thus point to the presence of a core literature which is, where applicable, mostly composed of books. Book citations indeed seem to considerably rise the connectivity of the bibliographic coupling network. We also highlighted at least two structural actions that the core literature can play: a local action, connecting within one or more communities, and a global action, connecting across communities. The global one is mainly performed by some monographs and reference works, more rarely by journal articles. As it stands now, we are left wondering if the core literature is also dependent on the citing publications. Despite this remaining an open question, it would not appear so. Our second dataset, considering article citations to both WoS source and non-source items, effectively shows a mix behaviour, in-between the first and third datasets.
Conclusions
The accumulation of knowledge is a topic of great interest in bibliometrics. In the humanities, such is the variety of publication venues, typologies and languages, that it is difficult to disentangle the effects of each component of this multidimensional system of knowledge. We interested ourselves here with one discipline, history, and with one element of the system, the core literature. We defined it as the most cited sources of a given representative dataset, and asked the following questions: (a) is there a well-defined core literature in history at different publication levels? (b) What structural role does it play in the definition of the intellectual landscape of citing publications?
In order to answer such questions, we considered the bibliographic coupling network of citing publications, and their partitions into communities. Four indicators were introduced: (a) the within indicator maps the action of a core source into connecting vertices within communities; (b) the between indicator maps this action between pairs of communities; (c) the topicality indicator assesses the proportion of the within action happening in a unique community; (d) the bridging indicator assessed the proportion of the between action happening in a unique pair of communities. All indicators account for the skewed effect of the in-degree of the core literature by filtering it out using a null configuration model. The proposed method can be used in general to investigate the structural contribution of vertices after network projections such as bibliographic coupling. Three datasets were considered in order to explore the role of core literatures from different perspectives: a dataset of monograph to book citations, a dataset of journal articles to all source and nonsource WoS items they cite, and a dataset including all journal article to journal article citations in history, as indexed in WoS over eleven years (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) .
The main finding is that the core literature, clearly emerging in all datasets under consideration, has at least two distinct structural effects on the intellectual landscape of the citing publications. This effect can either be localized, by rising the connectivity within one or several communities, or at times a specific pair of communities, or it can be global, by rising the overall connectivity of the landscape, across communities. We also found that global action is usually performed by core sources which are well-known scholarly monographs, works of reference or primary sources. Local action can instead by performed by all kinds of core sources, and especially so by journal articles. As a result, the intellectual landscape becomes better connected by considering citations to books, which at times span more broadly, and not just journal articles, which usually remain known within specific scholarly communities. Indeed, where applicable, the core literature is mostly composed of books. These results will need to be complemented by an investigation of different specialisms in history and disciplines in the humanities, and by considering further cited sources, especially so unpublished primary sources. Future work should also explore the effective role of the core literature for a scholarly community: is it perfunctory or still intellectually relevant? 
